




.BEAUTY 

... AWARDS 

1 
SMOOTHING BODY 
LOTION 
Sensitive types will 
love this powerful 
fragrance-free 
moisturizer, which 
helps prevent dry 
skin with aloe and 
green tea extract. 
Marlowe No. 003 Sensitive 
Skin Body Lotion, $10 

2 
GAME-CHANGING 
BODY WASH 
This obsession-worthy 
formula features 
a moisturizing hit of 
Moroccan argan oil 
and an elegant scent. 
It adds up to a shower 
experience that's 
downright spalike. 
Dove Dry Oil Moisture 
Body Wash, $7 

3 
SUPER SPRAY-ON 
MOISTURIZER 
This fragrance-free 
spray lotion seals in 
moisture almost 
instantly, giving skin a 
gleaming, sexy finish. 
Vaseline Intensive 
Care Advanced Repair 
Spray Moisturizer, $6 

4 
HIGH-FIVE HAND 
CREAM 
Treat hands right with 
this insanely rich 
and beautifully scented 

POST GYM 

balm, which uses 
roucou oil and ellagic 
acid to soften. 
Davines 01 Hand Balm, $20 

5 
TIME-SAVING 
MOISTURIZER 
Apply this lotion in 
the shower, towel off 
and see how quickly 
the formula locks in 
hydration. Genius! 
Jergens Wet Skin 
Moisturizer, $7 

6 
ZERO-HASSLE 
SUNSCREEN 
So lightweight, you'll 
swear you're wearing 
nothing. And the 
cooling gel-lotion 
hybrid offers serious 
broad-spectrum 
protection for your 
next long run . 
La Roche-Posay 
Anthelios Cooling Water 
Lotion 60, $36 

7 
SWEET-SMELLING 
BODY OIL 
SELF editors raved 
about this oil blend's 
dreamy scent, 
which comes from 
sustainably sourced 
coconut and tiare 
flower. Plus, it 
hydrates without a 
hint of greasiness. 
Palmer's Coconut Oil 
BodyOil,$8 

You're a pro about taking care 
of yourself, and so are these high
performing essentials. 
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8 
DO-IT-ALL SPRAY 
DEODORANT 
This dry-finish 
antiperspirant takes 
seconds to apply and 
dries invisible-no 
white residue here! 
The fresh floral scent 
will appeal to jocks 
and glam girls alike. 
Degree Women Dry 
Spray Antiperspirant 
in Daisy Fresh, $5 

9 
FAILPROOF SOLID 
DEODORANT 
With lasting power 
up to 48 hours, this 
stick will keep you 
sweat-free from a 
power breakfast to a 
lunchtime class to 
a night out-and every 
moment in between. 
Secret Outlast 
Xtend Completely Clean 
Invisible Solid, $4 

-

10 
WONDER WIPES 
No time for a shower 
after barre class? 
Use these (vegan, 
paraben-free, 
gluten-free) cloths 
on your face and body 
to leave skin clean 
and refreshed, with 
zero sticky residue. 
Acure Coconut 
+ Argan Oil Cleansing 
Towelettes, $7 

"I like to think of these products as 
a thank-you to my body for all 

of the sweat sessions I put it through;' 
-Emily Rekstis, contributing beauty assistant 
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